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WHY AUTOMATE NARRATIVE CREATION?

As you may know, clinical trial narrative provides case summaries based on hundreds of data points from 

clinical database.  It takes several hours to write a single narrative, so if thousands need to be written, your 

medical Writers may be focused on writing narratives full-time.  

Let’s look at a case study.  One of our clients, a fortune 500 pharmaceutical company, struggled for years 

writing medical narratives manually for clinical trials.  For each individual narrative, information was pulled 

from several reports by medical Writers.  As this was a manual process, it’s very error prone, so this informa-

tion needed to be cross checked and approved by Project Managers and Medical Doctors.  A single clinical 

trial narrative can take up to 8-10 hours’ to develop and �nalize.  Several thousand hours were spent per 

year by professionals developing these narratives.  Several million dollars were spent to create these narra-

tives. In addition, this time consuming process can also delay bringing a drug to market eventually causing 

loss of sales that amount to millions of dollars. So in total, the direct and indirect costs of Narrative writing 

are quite substantial.

LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT PROCESSES

- Manual process is time-consuming, error prone and expensive

- Programmed outputs – expensive, time consuming, ine�cient, one-dimensional and rigid

- Data capture, database set-up, narrative template and output requirement varies from one                               

 study to another, in-spite of existing standards like SDTM, ADAM. 

By using a mature and unique narrative automation product JNarratives, you can create customized quality 

narratives faster, e�ciently and without worrying about ever changing data structure and data capture 

practices. With JNarratives we o�er:
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Customized Narratives:

JNarratives was built ground up with expectation 

that Narrative templates will di�er from one study 

to another. This allows each clinical trial team to 

set their own template and hence it meets 

requirement of every team within your organiza-

tion. In addition, each patient/AE narrative can 

further customized depending on type of event 

to ensure narrative speci�c data can be included. 

JNarratives allows narratives to be created one at 

a time and in batches. One of the key features we 

focused is to ensure the narratives are equally 

customizable during batch process too. This 

allows narratives to be rapidly created for an 

entire study, at the same time each narrative can 

be uniquely created and include adverse event 

speci�c data.

Batch Narratives:

Visualization and Reporting functionalities: 

Report and visualization features allows user to keep track of their work and managers are able to over-see 

status of their project/teams. 

HOW JNARRATIVES MEETS THE CHALLENGE:

This white paper describes how JNarratives addresses these challenges and enables medical writers to 

achieve more than 80% e�ciency by automating narrative generation using JNarratives.



At core of JNarratives is an unique multicluster, 
single tenant architecture that adds resources 
as and when additional compute resources are 
required. The addition of these resources are 
instantaneous and automated and hence sup-
ports unlimited number of simultaneous users. 
This is achieved through automation that 
scales the deployment of resources as need 
arises.

Delivers unlimited concurrency

HOW JNARRATIVES HELPS

What is Narrative automation?

Narrative automation is process of programmatically creating clinical study narratives based on 
data captured during clinical study.  Although most applications include simplistic summary of 
clinical data, innovative and mature products like JNarratives allows a customized output that 
clearly summarizes the narrative of the adverse event or patient as it happened during the 

Intrinsically Customizable

As the industry adopted uniform data submis-
sion standards, at conception of JNarratives we 
believed there is need to accommodate data 
from legacy studies, various flavors of the stan-
dards adopted by stakeholders and inter-
study/therapeutic areas requirements. This 
consideration enabled us to create JNarratives 
intrinsically customizable at several levels that 
includes data, narrative content and study. In 
addition, single tenant architecture further 



Automated narratives require constant program-

ming updates and need to manage study set-up, 

data loads, and backups. However JNarratives is 

o�ered as software as a service, hence all set-up, 

administration and support are handles by our 

team. In addition, scaling, data security and 

access controls are built into the application. This 

enables your medical writers and clinical scien-

tists to focus entirely on drug development.

Minimal to No operational burden Reports and Visuals:

Users have access to real-time visuals and reports 

that provides overview of status of studies that 

are available in JNarratives. In addition to over-

view of study statuses, managers and teams have 

access to various data about narratives created 

including user data, versions, date saved. The 

teams can review the status of studies from these 

visuals within JNarratives and can also be down-

loaded in multitude of formats.

CONCLUSION:

JNarratives di�erentiate themselves by creating a powerful narrative generation platform that has capa-

bilities to create several types of narratives (AE, patient, e�cacy and batch). In addition its architecture 

allows easy customization and has several built in security, access controls and reporting features to help 

clinical development teams focus on key drug development activities. 


